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Glossary of Terms  
 

 

NILS No Interest Loan Scheme registered trademark of Good 

Shepherd Microfinance 

 

SVdP/The Society St Vincent de Paul Society NSW 

 

SVdPNSW NILS St Vincent de Paul Society NSW administered NILS programs 

 

NILS site The physical location from which a NILS Program is 

delivered. A NILS Program can be delivered at more than one 

site.  

 

Central Council Administrative unit of SVdP. Each NILS site operates within a 

Central Council. The Central Council Executive Officer is 

responsible for the direct management and operations of the 

NILS sites within their Central Council 

 
 
 
Program Manager 

A role associated with the NILS Provider. The person 

occupying this role is accountable for the leadership, 

planning, staffing, measurement and coordination of the 

NILS Program overall. 

SVdP NILS Coordinator Program Manager responsible for providing support and 

direction to SVdPNSW NILS.  

 

NILS Microfinance Worker NILS Microfinance Workers/Coordinators/Officers 

responsible for operating NILS sites 

 

Financial Controller Financial Controller within each Central Council is responsible 

for providing accounting and financial support to NILS sites 

within the Central Council 

 

GSM Good Shepherd Microfinance 

 

LAC Loan Assessment Committee 

 

Procedure Procedures are a series of steps or instructions taken to 

accomplish a task. They are a detailed way of documenting 

the “how to” guide for your NILS according to your 

program policy. Procedures should be written in a way that 
if a new worker or volunteer picked up the document, it would 
offer them instruction on what to do and what not to do when 
working within the NILS Program. 

 

Reaccreditation 
Accredited NILS Programs will be required to undergo 

reaccreditation as part of a routine review process. 

 

Steering Committee 
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The  steering committee guides the initial development of a 

NILS Program. The  steering committee is often made up of 

representatives from key  stakeholders (typically community 

organisations/services) who work together to develop the 

NILS Policies and Procedures Manual in line with the 

Common Principles and Standards for NILS. 

Specific NILS (see also 

General Nils) 

A NILS Program that targets a specific community 

group e.g.  escaping domestic violence, indigenous 

community etc. 
 
Trader 

Any retail outlet that sells new essential household items or 

services, including (but not limited to), traders in white 

goods, furniture etc. 
 
For the purposes of NILS, applicants may only source 

goods and services from registered traders with a current 

Australian Business Number (ABN). 

 

Traders’ Charter 
An initiative which focuses on building mutually beneficial 

relations between NILS Programs and local traders to benefit 

NILS clients. It encourages traders to maintain business 

practices that eliminate the financial and structural barriers 

faced by people on low incomes. 

 

The scheme also provides NILS applicants with product 

knowledge and awareness of their consumer rights, so that 

genuine access to essential household items and meaningful 

economic and social participation can be achieved. 

 

Trading name 

The name that the organisation trades under, or is known as by 

its customers. It may be different from the organisation’s legal 

name. 

 

Write-Off (Loan) 

A loan write-off will be made 365 consecutive days (12 

consecutive months) after the date of the last repayment. 

 

The 12 month period will be adhered to even in situations 

where it is clear that the client  no longer has the ability to 

make repayments (e.g. death or incarceration). In the event of 

death or incarceration, letters will not be sent to ensure that  

no additional distress is caused. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Philosophy/Mission statement 
 

Our Mission 

The St Vincent de Paul Society is a lay Catholic organisation that aspires to live out the 

Gospel message by serving Christ in the poor with love, respect, justice, hope and joy, 

and by working to shape a more just and compassionate society. 
 

Our Vision 

The St Vincent de Paul Society aims to be recognised as a caring Catholic charity 

offering a “hand up” to people in need. We do this by respecting their dignity, sharing 

our hope, and encouraging them to take control of their own destiny. 

 

SVdPNSW NILS Mission Statement 
 

As a “special works” of St Vincent de Paul Society, SVdPNSW NILS extends the 

Vincentian spirit to shape a more just and compassionate society. 

 

SVdPNSW NILS aims to: 

 Achieve a more just and equitable society for people living on low incomes by 

promoting economic and social participation in a market which has resulted in 

structural and financial forms of exclusion. 

 Enhance the dignity and respect of the individual whilst helping them gain some 

form of financial control and empowerment in their lives. 

 Assist disadvantaged members of the community regardless of race, gender, 

religion, sexuality, ability or other criteria, by giving them access to fair and 

equitable credit facilities.  
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Common Principles and Standards for NILS 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
  

 

 

 
 

 

  
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

  

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Principle 1 

- Responsibilities to Clients 

Achieving a more just and 

equitable society for people living 

on low incomes through a process 

that  enhances the dignity and 

respect of the individual whilst 

helping them gain some form of 

financial control and 

empowerment in their  lives. 

 

Principle 2 

– Program Management 

Accountability to stakeholders and 

partners and commitment to 

maintaining the integrity of the 

NILS model. 

 

Principle 3 

– Maintaining External 

Relationships 

Engaging with stakeholders and 

partners, developing and 

maintaining relationships with the 

communities in which they work 

 

Standard 1.1 - Fair Credit 

The NILS program provides access to fair 

and safe credit for those on low incomes 

where other financial assistance is 

unavailable. 

 
Standard 1.1 - Affordable Credit 

The NILS Program provides access to 

affordable credit for essential household 

items or services without creating 

additional financial hardship 

Standard 2.1 

– Effective Program Administration 

The NILS program ensures there  are effective 

planning, delivery and monitoring practices 

in place. 

 

Standard 2.2 – Sustaining Capital 

The NILS Program maintains appropriate use 

of capital to ensure the recycling of funds 

into additional loans for other community 

members 

Standard 3.1 

– Engagement with good Shepherd 

Microfinance and National NILS 

Network 

The NILS Program engages with the NILS 

community and communicates accurate and 

timely information. 

 

Standard 3.2 

– Engagement with Other Stakeholders 

(e.g. NAB and FaHCSIA) 

The NILS program engages with other 

stakeholders, partners and the broader 

community and maintains the integrity of the 

model by communicating accurate and 

timely information. 
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1.2 Background 
  

The Society 

 

The St Vincent de Paul Society NSW is one of the oldest and largest community based 

charities in the world.  It is a member based organisation, founded in 1833 in France.  

Today, over one million members and volunteers work across 144 countries. The 

Society was first established in Australia in Melbourne in 1854, followed by Sydney in 

1881, South Australia in 1886, Queensland in 1894, Tasmania in 1899 and the Northern 

Territory in 1949.  Today the St Vincent de Paul Society in Australia has over 40,000 

members and volunteers carrying out good works to help people in every area of human 

need.  

 

While home visitation is carried out at grass roots, volunteer level, the Society also 

operates a significant number of specialist professional services called ‘Special Works’. 

These ‘Special Works’ range from homeless services and refuges to supported 

employment programs, services for people with physical and mental disabilities, kids’ 

camps, migrant and refugee services amongst others.  Our preferred option in this 

mission of service is to work with the poorest of the poor in development, by respecting 

their dignity, sharing our hope, and encouraging them to take control of their destiny.  

 

The St Vincent de Paul Society NSW has been working with the poor, disadvantaged 

and marginalised for almost 130 years. 24,300 members and volunteers operate through 

59 regions, assisting 617,638 people via referral rooms, conferences, youth programs, 

special works and centres.  Through its works, the Society equips people with the 

necessary skills, support, dignity, respect and friendship so they can work towards an 

independent sustainable life.  

 

The Society currently administers the following 10 NILS sites across NSW: 

1. SVdP Wagga Wagga NILS 

2. SVdP Northern Sydney NILS 

3. SVdP Northern Beaches NILS 

4. SVdP Northern Illawarra NILS 

5. SVdP Ulladulla NILS 

6. SVdP Wyong NILS 

7. SVdP Woy Woy NILS 

8. SVdP Newcastle NILS 

9. SVdP Caroline Chisholm NILS  

10. SVdP Hornsby NILS 

 

Related Policies 

 Privacy and Confidentiality Policy 2010 

 Critical Incident Policy and Procedure 2011 

 Work Health and Safety Policy 2012  

 Records Retention Policy 2010 
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2. POLICIES 
 

2.1 Loan features 

 
2.1.1 Eligibility Criteria 
 

Income 

NILS is only accessible by low income earners. This includes, but is not limited to, 

people receiving income support from Centrelink and anyone who holds a Centrelink 

Health Care Card or Pension Card.  
 

Geographical boundaries 

St Vincent de Paul Society NSW administers several NILS sites across NSW in areas 

such as Newcastle, Wagga Wagga, North Sydney, Northern Beaches, Mt Druitt, Northern 

Illawarra, Ulladulla, Wyong, Woy Woy and Hornsby. Postcodes covered by each site are 

specified in Appendix AA – NILS Program Postcodes  

 

Residential Requirements 

To access NILS, clients must have lived at their current address within the postcodes 

covered by the NILS scheme for at least a period of 3 months to provide a payment 

history on their bank statement, rental statements and other household expenses, 

including utilities. Exceptions are made at the discretion of the NILS Microfinance 

Worker and approved on a case by case basis by the Loan Assessment Committee (LAC).  

 

Willingness and capacity to repay loan 

A willingness and capacity to repay a NILS loan is an essential part of the assessment 

process. A key consideration when assessing the loan application is whether the client has 

the willingness and capacity to repay the loan. This is determined by income and 

expenditure information gathered through the budgeting interview process. The NILS 

Microfinance Worker will also discuss with the client other possible sources of support 

which may be available to them in the community. These could include referral to 

Centrelink for an advance (if this has not already been utilised), Financial Counselling 

and referrals to Conferences and other Society Special Works.  

 

Capacity’ is indicated by the level of disposable income and level of arrears (e.g. utility bills 

with outstanding balances). ‘Willingness’ is shown by how a client manages bills and their 

commitment to paying outstanding debts. 

 

Applications from Members/Volunteers and Employees 

Members, volunteers or employees working with St Vincent de Paul Society NSW are 

permitted to apply for a NILS loan if they meet the eligibility criteria as stipulated 

above. These applicants must not be involved in the loan administration and assessment 

process. 

  

Age 

There are no age restrictions prohibiting applications. People under the age of 18 years, 

are entitled to apply for a NILS loan if they meet the normal eligibility criteria. 
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2.1.2 Loan Purpose 
 

The NILS loan is an alternative form of credit.  The loan is provided to enable people 

on low incomes to purchase essential household items, on credit, without incurring 

fees. An essential household item is a service or item that improves the quality of life 

or enhances social and economic participation for a person who would otherwise not 

have the means to fair and equitable access to that participation. 

 

The items that loans can be provided include: 

 

Household appliances 

1. Air conditioner 

2. CD/stereo/musical instrument 

3. Television 

4. Clothes dryer 

5. Heater 

6. Hot water service 

7. Microwave 

8. Refrigerator and Freezers 

9. Chest Freezers 

10. Stove/oven 

11. Vacuum cleaner 

12. VCR/DVD 

13. Washing machine 

14. Dishwashers 

15. Solar and instantaneous gas hot water system (if a client owns and lives in the 

house). Subject to availability of Energy Subsides 

16. Installed heaters/air conditioners- split system units (if a client owns and lives 

in the house). Subject to availability of Energy Subsides 

17. Gas ducted central heating (if a client owns and lives in the house). Subject to 

availability of Energy Subsides 

 

Household furniture 

1. Baby items 

2. Beds/mattresses 

3. Dining room furniture 

4. Lounge suite 

 

Health items 

1. Wheelchair, car hoist 

2. Vision related 

3. Asthma pump or any other medical equipment 

4. Some health procedures including Dental 

 

Technology 

1. Computer 

2. Computer accessories 

 

Outdoor equipment 
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1. Lawn mower 

2. Barbeque 

 

Education 

1. Adult education courses  

2. Course materials 

3. School expenses 

 

Repairs/maintenance 

1. Household – building (if the client owns and lives in the house) 

2. Household – contents 

3. Household – outdoor 

 

Car related items 

1. Registration (with a 12 month loan term) 

2. Green slip 

3. Repairs 

4. Tyres 

5. Windscreen 

 

Other  

1. Delivery of goods when loan is given to purchase the goods 

2. Gap payment for funeral expenses 

 

 

Loans are NOT APPROVED for emergency relief or items where other assistance is 

available including: 

 Bond and rent money 

 Rent arrears 

 Living expenses such as food 

 Gas, electricity or telephone bills. 

 Cash advances 

 Debt repayment and consolidation 

 Cheques to a third party for a private sale 

 Cheques payable to the loan recipient 

 Used cars 

 pre-owned / second hand goods  
 

2.1.3 Loan limit 
 

Each loan application is assessed independently. 

 

Maximum Loan 

 

 The usual maximum loan is $1,200.  

 Loans are generally for one item only.  

 LAC has the discretion to approve a loan for more than one item provided 

the loan amount does not exceed the maximum loan limit. 
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Additional Loans 

 

  No additional loans will be considered until the existing loan has been fully repaid 

unless the original loan will be repaid by the time a new one is considered.   

  Subsequent loans will only be provided if there are sufficient funds available. First 

time applicants will take priority. 

 Repeat borrowers will need to reapply as normal, undertaking an interview and 

budgeting process as individual circumstances can changes, such as the capacity to 

repay the loan 
 

2.1.4 Loan Duration 
 

The loan duration will generally not exceed 18 months, unless a loan variation has been 

negotiated. A loan that is for a service (e.g. car registration, green slip) should have a 

loan repayment timeframe that matches the length of this service, usually 12 months. 

 
2.2 No Cost to the NILS Client 

 
SVdPNSW NILS clients will not be asked to pay any fees, interest charges or other 

costs during the loan period or loan process. Any costs associated with the loan would 

be interpreted as interest and would breach the National Consumer Credit Protection 

Act 2009 (Cth) (NCCP). 

 
2.3 No Security on Loans 

 

SVdPNSW NILS will not take any form of security over the NILS loan. This includes 

the use of the goods purchased with the loan. If the NILS client no longer has the 

capacity to repay the loan, the goods purchased with the loan will not be repossessed. 

 

2.4 Conflict of interest  
 

SVdPNSW NILS will ensure that any real or perceived conflict of interest in running 

the NILS Program is managed. NILS Microfinance Workers will disclose any real or 

perceived conflict of interest they may have with any potential NILS client (e.g. NILS 

client is a close friend or relative of the NILS worker) and, where appropriate, have 

another NILS Microfinance Worker conduct the interview, assessment and loan 

management. 
 
Applications may be considered from members, volunteers and staff working with the 

Society if they meet the eligibility criteria as stipulated above. These applicants must 

not be involved in the loan administration and assessment process. 
 
Applications may also be considered from family members of volunteers, staff and 

members if they meet the eligibility criteria. However, as above, the NILS 

Microfinance Worker must not be involved in the loan administration, assessment or 

missed payment process relating to their family members. In these circumstances, a 

NILS Microfinance Worker who is not a relative of the applicant, or does not have a 

conflict of interest, must handle all aspects relating to the loan application, assessment 
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and missed payment processes. Persons involved with St Vincent de Paul Society NSW 

will not provide loans in exchange for money, gifts, or financial incentives. 

 

If a conflict of interest becomes evident to a member of the Loans Assessment 

Committee, the member shall immediately make it known to the Loans Assessment 

Committee and the member shall remove themselves from that particular decision 

making process. 

 

 

2.5 Privacy and Confidentiality 
 

SVdPNSW NILS complies with the obligations imposed by the National Privacy 

Principles, based on the Privacy Act (1988) and all future supplements including St 

Vincent de Paul Society NSW Privacy and Confidentiality Policy 2010 as well as by 

the relevant state privacy legislation and regulation. 

 

1. Information relating to the NILS client is confidential. SVdPNSW NILS must 

ensure that the applicant’s privacy and confidentiality is protected at all times. 

2. SVdPNSW NILS must only hold information that is relevant to the loan 

application and ensure it is not used or disclosed for a purpose other than that 

for which the information was obtained. 

3. Information gathered that is not relevant or does not need to be kept on file will 

be shredded or incinerated. 

4. Information gathered at the initial enquiry stage that does not result in an 

interview will be kept for up to 12 months. 

5. NILS client files or other information regarding loans must be kept by 

SVdPNSW NILS in a secure filing system and/or a secure database for 7 years. 

This includes documents and files related to loan applications that progressed 

through the interview process and were referred to another service by the NILS 

Microfinance Worker or were not approved by the Loan Assessment 

Committee. 

6.  NILS clients (enquirers and applicants) must be notified that the information 

they provide may be used for statistical purposes, however no identifying details 

such as name, address etc. will be used. 

7. Information gathered about the client will not be available to other workers or 

volunteers within the organisation unless approved by the client in writing. No 

information gathered about the client can be disclosed to any other organisation. 

8. Information on clients who defaulted on paying back the loan will be provided 

to all SVdPNSW NILS sites. A “Write off list” will be available on the Vinnies 

intranet (Vintranet) within the NILS workspace accessible only to other NILS 

sites and no other service within SVdP. The Write Off list will contain the 

following information: 

- Name of NILS site 

- CRN 

- Client Name 

- Loan status (eg write off, deceased) 

- Notes 
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The NILS Microfinance Workers will have the responsibility of updating the 

list. The clients will be informed that if they default on paying back the loan, 

their details will be recorded in the “Write Off list”. 

9. If it becomes necessary to refer a client to another organisation, client’s 

permission will be sought at all times prior to the referral. The referral will take 

place in the presence of the client and if it is not possible, written permission 

will be sought from the client. 

10. All NILS workers, including Loan Assessment Committee members, are 

required to sign a Confidentiality Agreement [Attachment R] 

11. Computer systems will have restricted access and passwords to protect personal 

information 

12. Where a client wishes to view their file, a written request is required. The file 

may be viewed during normal business hours in the presence of a NILS worker 

or a member of LAC. 
 

2.6 Complaints and Appeals 

SVdPNSW NILS commits to actively encouraging feedback and responding to 

complaints and ensures that the complaint handling process is accessible and 

responsive to all NILS stakeholders. 
 
1. A complaint will not stop the person’s right to use the organisation’s services, 

including SVdP NSW NILS 

2. Complaints that arise from SVdP NSW NILS must be reported to the Good 

Shepherd Microfinance NILS Quality Assurance Officer as soon as practicable. If 

Good Shepherd Microfinance receives a complaint, Good Shepherd Microfinance 

will refer the complainant back to the program and will also notify the program. 

Good Shepherd Microfinance will also keep a record of all complaints received. 

 
All complaints will be handled in accordance with St Vincent de Paul Society NSW 

complaint handling process. [Attachment U and V] 
 
 

2.7 Client’s Rights and Responsibilities 
 

People wishing to access the NILS program have the right to expect that every effort 

will be made to ensure that their rights are upheld. Likewise, the organisation shall 

expect the clients to act responsibly in their interactions with them.  

 

NILS Clients Rights 

 

 Be treated fairly and with respect, regardless of their personal circumstances 

or beliefs. 

 

 Be informed about the scheme's eligibility criteria and loan decision-making 

processes. 

 

 Receive support, and referrals to a financial counsellor if applicable.  

 

 Be informed about the responsibilities to fulfil the loan requirements 
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 Know how applicant information is recorded, and who will have access to this 

information. Information gathered at the initial enquiry stage will be kept for 12 

months. Information gathered during the Loan interview will be kept for a 

minimum of 7 years after the file is closed. All information will be kept on a 

secure database and /or in a locked and secure filing cabinet. 

 

 Be provided with information about how to make a complaint and have the 

complaint dealt with fairly and promptly without retribution [Attachment U and 

V] 

 

 Access your personal file after the LAC has received a request in writing. 

 

 If available, access an interpreter, advocate, or other support person to assist 

with the NILS application. 

 

NILS Client Responsibilities 

 

 Act in a manner that respects the rights of other applicants and volunteers and 

staff of the organisation. 

 

 Ensure all information provided for the purpose of the loan enquiry and interview 

is true and correct, and that no false or misleading information is given at any 

time. 

 

 Make regular repayments as stated in the Loans Agreement. 

 

 Advise the SVdP NSW NILS site if they are experiencing difficulties making 

repayments.  

 

 Advise the SVdP NSW NILS site if they need a replacement deposit book or 

additional deposit slips 

 

 Advise the SVdP NSW NILS site if Centrepay is no longer available due to 

changes in their circumstances and arrange for a repayment book 

 

 Advise the SVdP NSW NILS site if they change their contact details, including 

address or telephone number. 

 

NILS clients will be given a copy of their Rights and Responsibilities at the interview 

stage [Attachment D]. 
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3. PROCEDURES - Operational 
 

3.1 Enquiries 
 

An initial intake process by the NILS Microfinance Worker is used to determine 

eligibility for a NILS loan. This process can help to prevent people attending interviews 

unprepared and without the necessary information required to support their application 

 

The enquiries about the NILS program can be received by the NILS Microfinance 

Worker or any other trained staff member of the Society such as Front Office workers. 

It is essential that the enquiry information should be recorded as accurately as possible 

for statistical purposes.  

 

An Enquiry Checklist [Attachment A] is used when a person contacts the program 

about NILS. Only limited information is required to be collected at this stage to assist 

with determining a person’s eligibility. The enquirer’s name and address (if an 

information pack is to be sent out), phone number, length of residency, income source 

and purpose of the loan are collected. More confidential information will be collected at 

the interview with the NILS Microfinance Worker. 
 
The enquirer must be informed that for statistical purposes the information gathered 

will be kept on a secure database and/or in a secure filing cabinet for up to 12 months. 

This enquiry information is used for the Good Shepherd Microfinance half-yearly 

statistical report and provides valuable data for policy and program development, and 

public advocacy work. 
 
If the enquirer complies with the initial eligibility criteria and wishes to proceed with a 

loan application, they will be: 
 
-  Advised of the loan process 

-  Informed about the Documentation required for the Loan Interview  

-  Sent an information pack containing: 

-  Program brochure 

-  Enquiry Letter [Attachment B] 

-  Document Checklist [Attachment C] 
 
An appointment can be made at the initial enquiry stage if the NILS Microfinance 

Worker feels confident the applicant will bring all the required documentation. 

Otherwise the client should be asked to ring back for an interview when they have 

collected the relevant documentation. 
 
If the person enquiring is not eligible to apply for a loan, they should be referred to an 

appropriate alternative service. These could include referral to Centrelink for an 

advance (if this has not already been utilised), Financial Counselling, and local 

Emergency Relief Services. 
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Data Entry Requirements 
 
The  NILS Microfinance Worker will record all enquiries from the Enquiry Checklist in the 

loans administration database: 
 
- Name, address, phone number, length of residency, income source 

- If eligible, record what was sent (e.g. letter, email, etc.) 

- If ineligible, record reasons  

 

 

 

3.2 Documentation required to establish eligibility for Loan interview 
 

The enquirer will be informed that the following documentation is required at the 

interview for the loan process to proceed. 

 

Personal documents: 

 Proof of identity (eg. Centrelink Card, Driver’s license, Proof of Age card, 

Community Identity Card etc.) 

 A detailed statement of income from Centrelink with deductions listed  

 Pay slips from any part-time or casual work if applicable;  

 

Household expenses: 

 Most recent bank statements (for at least the last three consecutive months) 

 Rental agreement and statement of rental payments or mortgage statement for 

three months (if no rental agreement, then an official Statutory Declaration 

signed by a Justice of the Peace (JP) or Commissioner of Declarations) 

 Most recent gas account, electricity account and water account 

 Most recent telephone account including mobile phone where applicable 

 Most recent credit card statement or other statements (e.g. private loans, payday 

lenders, rent-to-buy agreements, car loan etc.) 

 Any other outstanding accounts. 
 

Quotes 

 1 quote will be required to be presented at the Interview. Quote(s) are required 

on letterhead with the registered ABN of the business. If the business requires 

payment by Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) the bank details should be 

detailed in the quote, not handwritten by the client. The make and model 

number of the item to be purchased should be on the quote.  
 

3.3 Loan Interview 
 

A formal interview, of approximately 60 minutes, will be undertaken for all loan 

applicants. All NILS Microfinance Workers will ensure that the interviews are 

conducted in a way that shows respect and understanding of the values of the applicant. 

All details and documents discussed during the interview will remain private and 

confidential.  

The purpose of the interview is to: 
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 Ensure that the NILS client understands the loan process and their rights and 

responsibilities 

 Provide the client with the Rights and Responsibilities Handout [Attachment D] 

 Inform the client that if they are unable to pay back the loan, their details will be 

recorded in a Write Off list internal to SVdP. 

 Explain the community nature of the program whereby loan repayments are 

recycled for additional loans to other community members 

 Receive, verify, copy and file all necessary documents relevant to the loan 

application 

 Discuss and evaluate the required documentation and record through the budget 

how it demonstrates the client’s financial capacity and willingness to repay the 

loan 

 Outline the process for assessment by the Loan Assessment Committee to the 

client. 

 

The loan interview will be held at the Society office in accordance with general OH&S 

requirements. The interviews will take place during regular work hours and another 

staff will be informed that an interview is being conducted. The interview room should 

have two exit doors if possible, and if not, a clear glass panel fitted as a window on the 

door. Some other measures that the NILS Microfinance Worker can take to ensure their 

safety are to sit near the door and to step out of the interview room if feeling threatened. 

Where applicants are unable to come to the office for health/disability reasons, 

alternative secure arrangements can be made such as interview over the phone. If NILS 

clients are not able to attend a face-to-face loan interview they should be asked to send 

in the documentation via mail or email. Following receipt of the documentation the 

NILS Microfinance Worker can organise a time for a Skype or telephone conversation 

to conduct the interview. 

 

Interviews will generally be conducted by one NILS Microfinance Worker only.  

Where an additional worker is required for training or other purposes, permission, 

written and signed where reasonable, should be received from the applicant prior to the 

commencement of the loan interview. 

 

3.3.1 Pre-Interview Tasks 
 

 Call or text message the client before the interview to confirm interview time, if 

possible 

 Make  sure you have the necessary paperwork including the Document 

Checklist [Attachment C], Rights and Responsibilities Handout [Attachment D], 

Loan Application [Attachment E], and the Budget Assessment Form 

[Attachment F] 

 Have a calculator available to assist when completing the budget 
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Data Entry Requirements 
 

The  NILS Microfinance Worker must record: 
 
 All applications that progress to an interview in the database with the date of 

interview included. 
 

 

 

3.3.2 Interview tasks 

 

All information is gathered in a supportive, respectful and non-judgmental manner 

during the interview. 
 

 The client’s documentation should be photocopied by the NILS 

Microfinance Worker and immediately returned to the client. No loan can be 

approved without receipt of the required documentation. 

 The Document Checklist [Attachment C] is used to check off information as 

it is provided. This then becomes part of the supporting information attached 

to the application and presented to the Loan Assessment Committee. 

 The client is provided with the Rights and Responsibilities Handout 

[Attachment D]. 

 The NILS Microfinance Worker answers any questions relating to this 

information and confirms that the client understands their rights and 

responsibilities. 

 Ask the client to fill out the Loan Application Form [Attachment E] at the 

beginning of the interview. The NILS Microfinance Worker can assist where 

this is not possible. 

 NILS clients are not required to supply statutory declarations of their 

intention to repay, character references, or undergo internal checks across 

internal or external non- NILS  support of their application. 

 Review the budget (see following section) 

 

3.3.3 Discussing the Budget 
 
The NILS Microfinance Worker works through the client’s fortnightly budget, 

completing a Budget Assessment Form [Attachment F] as the interview progresses. 

NILS clients must sign the Budget Declaration to confirm all the details on the 

application and budget are correct and give consent for the details to be discussed with 

the Loan Assessment Committee. The budget declaration should be kept in the client’s 

file and is not to be provided to the Loan Assessment Committee. NILS clients are 

informed that all identifiable details will be removed from the application before it goes 

to the Loan Assessment Committee. 
 
Based on the budget analysis, the NILS Microfinance Worker should be able to 

ascertain the client’s financial position. Following are the two scenarios based on a 

surplus and a deficit: 
 
Scenario 1: Budget shows a surplus 
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The client and the NILS Microfinance Worker determine an affordable repayment 

amount that does not cause any financial hardship. The following scale may be used as 

a guide when discussing and determining the minimum loan repayment rates: 

 

Loan Amount Months 6 12 18 

 Fortnights 13 26 39 

$500  $39 $20 $13 

$800  $62 $31 $21 

$1000  $77 $39 $26 

 

NB: Repayment amounts shown are approximations only, actual repayment amounts 

may differ 
 
All eligible loan applications are referred to the Loan Assessment Committee. The 

Loan Assessment Committee process will be explained and the client will be notified of 

how and when they will be advised of the outcome. 
 
The NILS Microfinance Worker should at no time during the interview communicate 

their opinion as to the potential outcome of the loan application. 
 
The NILS Microfinance Worker will advise the client that a surplus income does not 

indicate that a loan application will be successful and that the Loan Assessment 

Committee determines the outcome of the application. 

 

Scenario 2: Budget shows a deficit 
 
A deficit clearly demonstrates that providing a NILS loan would cause financial 

hardship. In this situation the application would not go to the Loan Assessment 

Committee and alternative options and referrals should be discussed with the applicant. 
 
Applicants are advised that they may apply for a NILS loan again if their circumstances 

change. 

 

3.3.4 Post-Interview Tasks 
 
Prepare paperwork for the Loan Assessment Committee meeting including: 

 

 Removing all identifiable details from a client’s documentation and replacing 

this with the allocated NILS Reference Number 

 Providing objective information regarding the application in the space provided 

on the Budget Assessment & Declaration Form 

 Create a new NILS Client file 

 

 

Data Entry Requirements 
 

The  NILS Microfinance Worker must record all information related to NILS Loan 

Applications that progress through to an interview in the database: 
 

 Input details from the Loan Application Form 
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 Input budget details/budget summary 

 Indicate the interview outcome i.e. the application did  or did  not progress to the 

Loan Assessment Committee and the reason if it did  not (e.g. budget deficit) 

 Record information related to non-attendance at interview and cancellations. 
 

 

 

 

3.4 Loan Assessments 
 

Loan Assessments must uphold a commitment to the Australian Human Rights 

Commission Act 1986 that prohibits discrimination on the basis of a person’s status or 

private life. Therefore, loan assessments must not be influenced by the applicant’s age, 

disability, sexuality, race, colour, descent or national or ethnic origin, marital status, 

sex, pregnancy, political or religious beliefs. 
 
Identifiable details will be removed from the Loan Application Form so that the 

assessment is based on the relevant information provided. This also reassures the client 

that all efforts are made to ensure that they are not discriminated against during the 

assessment process 

 

 

3.4.1 Loan Assessment Committee (LAC) 
 
All assessments will be carried out by the Loan Assessment Committee (LAC) to 

determine whether an application is successful. The LAC comprises of two to three 

people excluding the NILS Microfinance Worker. The LAC shall not have more than 

five people under any circumstances. The LAC shall meet at least fortnightly or more 

frequently if required. The LAC will meet at the St Vincent de Paul Society premises 

where the NILS Microfinance Worker is based. If convenient the LAC can occasionally 

assess applications by phone, Skype or email.  

 

The LAC will review the application presented by the NILS Microfinance Worker with 

assessments being based on the policies of SVdPNSW NILS and not the personal 

values of those making the decisions. The NILS Microfinance Worker will attend the 

LAC to present the application however, may not influence the committee’s decision 

 

 

3.4.2 Assessment of Loan Applications 
 
The LAC assesses applications in the following manner: 

 

 Copies of the Roles and Responsibilities for both the LAC and the NILS 

Microfinance Worker at the LAC must be circulated at the commencement of 

each meeting [Attachments S & T]. 

 The NILS Microfinance Worker who conducted the interview will present the 

application to the LAC with all the identifiable details of the client removed and 

replaced with a NILS Reference Number. A NILS Reference Number is to be 

issued for each application. The NILS Reference Number ensures anonymity 
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during the Loan Assessment Committee process and removing identifiable 

details ensures that the application is assessed on the relevant budget 

information alone. 

 The application should include the completed Budget Assessment Form, 

Document checklist and any supporting documentation (eg utility bills etc.) 

 The NILS Microfinance Worker must not have any decision making power over 

the outcome of the application. 

 The NILS Microfinance Worker must not be placed in a position of being 

required to provide a recommendation of the loan application, written or verbal. 

 Assessment decisions will be based on the following: 

o All required documents have been presented 

o Eligibility criteria have been met.  

o Financial commitments of the client. Whether the provision of a NILS 

loan will cause the applicant further financial hardship. 

o Purpose of the loan 

o Capacity and willingness to repay the loan is demonstrated 

o Whether there are more appropriate solutions than the NILS loan 

o Whether the client has any credit card debt, mortgage arrears, utility 

arrears, outstanding personal loans or store-based interest-free loans that 

could affect their capacity to repay the loan or cause further financial 

hardship. 

 The Loan Assessment Committee must complete the LAC Checklist 

[Attachment W] and sign in the relevant sections. 

 

 

3.4.3 Notification of the Loan Application outcome 
 

Unsuccessful applicants 

 

NILS clients who are unsuccessful will be advised in writing with a reason why the 

application has been unsuccessful [Attachment H]. In addition to the letter, the NILS 

Microfinance Worker will telephone the client to suggest alternative services such as 

financial counselling or other community support services. 

 

Clients who are unsuccessful will be advised that they are able to apply again if their 

circumstances change and they meet the eligibility criteria 

 

 

Data Entry Requirements 
 

The  NILS Microfinance Worker must record all unsuccessful applications in the 

database: 
 

 Include  reason for unsuccessful outcome. 

 

 

Successful applicants 
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NILS clients who are successful will be firstly notified by telephone and then in writing 

of the approval of their loan [Attachment G]. The letter will include an appointment time, 

agreed to in the telephone call, for the client to meet with the NILS Microfinance 

Worker. At this appointment the loan recipient will: 

 sign a Loan Agreement; 

 receive the cheque made out to the supplier or be informed of the EFT process; 

and  

 arrange a repayment method such as a direct deposit arrangement, direct debit, 

Centrepay deduction or through cash repayments. 

  

Data Entry Requirements 
 
The  NILS Microfinance Worker must record all successful applications in the loan 

administration database: 
 

 Create a new loan record 

 Include loan purpose, loan amount, repayment amount, and method of payment 

and date. 

 

 

 

3.5 Issuing of Loans 

 
3.5.1 Organising Payment for Loan Item 
 
Once the NILS client has been notified of their successful application the process for 

making payment to the retailer can begin, although payment is not finalised until the 

Loan Agreement is signed. SVdPNSW NILS will make payments via cheque or 

electronic funds transfer (EFT). The retailer will have indicated their preferred method 

of payment on the quote provided to the client. 
 
Payment should be prepared for the retailer based upon their quote. A non-negotiable 

cheque will be provided to the client upon signing the Loan Agreement or an EFT will 

be made.  Personal cheques and EFTs directly to the client will not be made. 

 

The NILS Microfinance Worker will notify their relevant Central Council Accounts 

Payable Officer to generate the cheque or transfer funds electronically. The NILS 

Microfinance Worker will provide the Accounts Payable Officer with all the relevant 

documents such as copy of Loans Agreement, and payment details. Two authorised 

signatories in each Central Council are required to sign the cheques or approve EFT 

before the payments can be made. 
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3.5.2 Loan Agreement 

 

NILS clients with successful applications are required to sign a Loan Agreement at the 

nominated appointment time. The Loan Agreement must include details of the amount 

loaned, purpose of the loan, rate of repayment, commencement date for repayments, 

repayment option and the agreement date [Attachment J]. The original copy of the 

loan agreement will be kept in the applicant's file and a copy given to the applicant 

for their records. 
 
The Loan Agreement is explained to the client and all efforts are made to ensure that 

the details are understood. A copy of the signed agreement and a schedule of 

repayments are provided to the NILS client. 
 
NILS clients are advised that if they begin to experience difficulties with repayments or 

their circumstances change, they must contact their NILS Microfinance Worker to 

discuss variations to the loan (refer to Loan Variations section). They are also advised 

that the NILS Microfinance Worker is available to offer assistance or referral advice 

and that where possible every effort will be made to reduce financial pressure. NILS 

clients will also be informed that failure to payback their loan will result in their details 

be noted in the Write Off list that will be internal to SVdP NSW. 

 

3.5.3 Loan Repayments 
 
The repayment amount of loans will vary according to each applicant's budget, their 

capacity to repay the loan and the total loan amount or balance. 

 

Repayment rates will generally range from $15 to $35 per fortnight and have a 

duration period of approximately 18 months.  

 

If the LAC approves a loan that is greater than the usual maximum limit, the 

repayment rate may be over $35 per fortnight to ensure that the loan duration does not 

exceed 18 months.  This should be inline with how much the client can afford so as 

not to increase any financial hardship.  

 

Applicants should be provided with various repayment options. Repayment methods 

include:  

 

 Direct deductions from an applicant’s Centrelink payment through the 

Centrepay system, which is the recommended option; 

 Payments directly into the NILS  Account via Deposit slips;  

 Direct Debit 

 Cash payments  

 

The Deposit slips should contain an identification number that will identify the loan 

applicant, the NILS site and the fact that it is a NILS payment on the bank statement 

for the NILS program. 

 

The NILS client selects a repayment method such as via Centrepay deductions (this 

requires a Centrepay form to be completed and signed by the client), or with a deposit 

book, or an internet banking arrangement. If appropriate, the NILS Microfinance 
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Worker discusses the Centrepay form and assists the client to complete it [Attachment 

I]. 

 
 
If the NILS client is using Centrepay, fax or mail the form to Centrepay and follow up 

with Centrepay to ensure it has been received. The form must be sent to Centrelink by 

the NILS Microfinance Worker. 

 
 
3.5.4 Release of Loan Funds 
 
The Loan Agreement is signed by the client and co-signed by the NILS Microfinance 

Worker before a payment is released. Payments are made via cheque or electronic funds 

transfer.  
 
A cheque, made out to a reputable trader, is given to the client so they are able to make 

the payment for the goods or services upon delivery. A description of the item should 

be written on the back of the cheque, including the model number. It may be practical 

to offer the borrower a Letter of Verification to accompany the cheque given to the 

trader [Attachment Q]. 

 
If an Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) is to be made, then the NILS Microfinance 

Worker must explain the process to the client so they may arrange for delivery of the 

loan item. This will include how long it will take for the retailer to receive payment, 

and how the client will be notified in order to arrange delivery of the loan item. 

 

The NILS client will leave with: 

 

 A copy of the Loan Agreement; 

 A handout containing contact information; 

 The cheque made payable to a reputable retailer or service provider (if 

applicable) or details about the EFT timeframe and process (if applicable) 

 Letter of verification, if requested by the recipient; and 

 A copy of the signed Centrepay deduction authorisation form, if requested by 

the recipient. 

 An initial schedule of repayments  

 

Data Entry Requirements 
 

The  NILS Microfinance Worker must request their Central Council Finance Officer to 

organise for a cheque or EFT, then: 
 

 Enter details against the loan record 

 Photocopy the cheque and file in the client file 

 

 

3.6 Loan Variations 

 
NILS clients experiencing difficulties maintaining the negotiated repayments as 

outlined in the Loan Agreement can arrange for a repayment variation by contacting 
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their NILS Microfinance Worker. The client will be treated with respect and 

compassion during this process, and offered relevant support options if the need arises. 
 
An appointment with the NILS Microfinance Worker will be arranged for the client to 

come in and sign a Loan Variation Agreement [Attachment K] with the new agreed 

repayment amount. The following procedures will also be followed: 
 

 A copy of this new agreement will be given to the client and the original kept in 

their file. 

 A new Centrepay form must be completed and faxed to Centrelink if the client 

is repaying via Centrepay. 

 A new Loan Repayment Schedule must be provided to the client. 

 All variations will be noted in the client’s file. 

 All loan variations will be included in the NILS report to the Committee of 

Management. 
 
 

If necessary payments can also be suspended for a short period of time without a 

variation to the Loan Agreement, according to these guidelines: 
 

 This option is only available if the NILS client will miss four payments or less 

 The  NILS client and NILS Microfinance Worker must agree on a suspension 

timeframe 

 The  NILS Microfinance Worker makes note of the agreed timeframe on the 

client’s file 

 NILS clients utilising Centrepay will notify Centrelink of the suspension of 

payments (payments will restart automatically in this case), by completing a 

new Centrepay form 

 NILS clients utilising any other payment method will be contacted by the NILS 

Microfinance Worker to restart payments. 
 
If the NILS client requires a further suspension beyond the four payment timeframe, 

then a formal Loan Variation will be made. 
 

If the NILS Microfinance Worker becomes aware that repayments have stopped, the 

procedures stipulated in the section ‘Following up missed payments’ will be followed. 
 

Data Entry Requirements 
 
The  NILS Microfinance Worker must record all variations in the database: 
 

 Update client’s records for new repayment amount (minimum $10 repayment); 

and/or 

 Update client’s record for new time period of repayment 

 Make  calendar entry for follow up of client when time period has expired. 
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3.7 Loan Management and Administration 

 
The following financial and administrative practices are to be followed by the NILS 

Microfinance Worker to manage the loan process and report to the Committee of 

Management (CoM). Committee of Management for each Central Council overseeing 

all the NILS sites within the Central Council will at a minimum comprise of NILS 

Microfinance Workers, Central Council Executive Officer (or delegate), SVdP NSW 

NILS Coordinator. 

 

The Committee of Management (CoM) is a group of people who meet on a regular 

basis to work together to provide management and direction for all NILS sites within 

the Central Council. The Committee of Management plays a key role overseeing the 

establishment and development of the NILS sites into a vibrant, successful and 

sustainable service that meets the needs of the local community.  

 

 
 
3.7.1 NILS Client File 

 
The  NILS client file is maintained by the NILS Microfinance Worker and contains: 

 

 The  unique NILS Reference Number 

 The  client’s name, address and telephone number 

 Notes of calls or discussions with the client 

 The  completed Loan Application and completed Budget Assessment Form 

 The  completed Document Checklist 

 A copy of the Loan Agreement, LAC loan assessment checklist, cheque or EFT 

and quote 

 A copy of the Centrepay form or evidence of other repayment arrangements 

 Copies of all statements sent to the client 

 Copies of all correspondence. 
 
The file must be kept in a secure filing system accessible only by the relevant NILS 

Microfinance Workers. The file must be kept for seven years. 
 
Supporting documentation for the NILS application (bills etc.) should be retained until 

a loan decision has been made. Once the Loan Agreement has been signed it is not 

necessary to retain copies of this supporting documentation and they can be disposed 

of.  

 

3.7.2 Loan Repayments 
 

Clients make loan repayments on a fortnightly basis into the program’s dedicated capital 

bank account. 
 
The SVdPNSW NILS capital account bank statements and loan repayment reports (e.g. 

Centrepay and direct deposit) are reconciled at least fortnightly. Centrepay reports are 

downloaded or entered manually for input into the loan database by the NILS Microfinance 

Worker and the Central Council Finance Officer.  The NILS Microfinance Worker updates 
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the loan database while the Central Council Finance Officer or delegate will reconcile the 

repayments with the capital bank accounts. The ending balance in the loan database should 

agree with the records kept by the Central Council Finance Officer. 

 

General Procedures: 

 Monitor new loans to check that the first repayment has been made via Centrepay or 

direct deposit, as this usually ensures ongoing repayments will occur. 

 Enter each individual loan repayment into the Loan Management Database based on 

the NILS Reference Number (Centrelink information may be uploaded directly into 

your database). 

 If a client has varied their loan payments, then ensure any variations match the amount 

in their Loan Variation Agreement. 

 If a client has terminated their payments, then check whether this is because their loan 

has been completed or if the client has stopped making payments.  If the client has 

stopped their payments refer to ‘Following up Missed Payments’ section 

 Send loan statements to clients at least every three months showing the balance of the 

outstanding loan and repayments that have been made. 
 
Centrepay Specific Procedures 

 

 Centrepay reports detail the loan repayments that have been made into the 

SVDPNSW NILS bank account.    

 Each time a Centrepay report is received, perform the following tasks: 
 

- Check that the total Centrepay report is equal to the amount deposited into the 

capital bank account. Repayments are shown as a lump sum on the bank 

statement and are detailed on the Centrepay report. Central Council Finance 

officer or delegate is responsible for this task  

- Enter each individual loan repayment into the loan administration database 

based on the NILS Reference Number (Centrelink information may be 

uploaded directly into your database). NILS Microfinance Worker is 

responsible for this task. 

- Incomplete information, such as missing Loan Reference Numbers on bank 

statements and Centrelink statements, should be verified before recording in 

the loan administration database. 

- Review the Centrepay codes and action accordingly: 

 If a client changes their benefit types, then their NILS Centrepay 

payment should not change. However, this may be overlooked by 

Centrelink during the transfer process from one benefit to another. If 

this oversight is brought to Centrelink’s attention within 14 days, then 

they will restart deduction but this will not include any missed 

payments. 

 If the Centrepay form hasn’t been processed within 28 days, programs 
will need to follow up with Centrepay. Centrelink requires a new form 
after that time. It could also indicate that there is something wrong 
with the original form. 
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Data Entry Requirements 
 
The  NILS Microfinance Worker must record in the database: 
 

 All repayments made by clients from Centrepay reports 

 All repayments made by clients directly into the capital bank account 

 Note any clients who have been paid their loan in full for finalisation and send the  

    Loan Finalisation letter [Attachment O] 

 Note any other clients who must be followed up [see next section] 

 
 
 

3.7.3 Following up Missed Payments 
 
When a NILS client misses a payment and does not make contact with the NILS 

Microfinance Worker, reasonable efforts should be made to contact the client. All 

attempts to contact the client will be documented on the client’s file, including copies 

of any letters sent by the NILS Program. Check all contact details each time you have 

contact with a client e.g.  address, telephone numbers etc. 
 
The NILS Microfinance Worker will undertake the following steps regarding missed 

payments: 
 
1.  First missed payment: 

Contact the client by telephone, text message or email to discuss their situation and 

offer a variation of the Loan Agreement, if necessary. If you are unable to 

successfully contact the client by phone, text message or email, then issue a current 

loan statement requesting the client make contact to discuss their circumstances. 
 
2. Two missed payments: 

Contact the client by telephone, text message or email. If you are unable to 

successfully contact the client by phone, text message or email then send Missed 

Payment Letter 1 [Attachment L] offering a loan variation, emphasising that we 

understand that circumstances can change. 
 
3. Two months of missed payments (four missed payments): 

Send Missed Payment Letter 2 [Attachment M] requesting the client contact SVDP 

NSW NILS. Advice should be given in regards to the program’s policy about re- 

applying for a NILS loan and that further applications will be denied until  the 

original loan is paid in full. Again the client should be offered a loan variation. 
 
4. Three months to 12 months no contact: 

Send monthly statements to six months and a quarterly statement at nine months. 
 
5. 12 months no contact: 

After twelve consecutive months with no contact the loan will be written off [refer 

to the next section ‘Writing off a loan’].No more statements will be sent. A final 

letter will be sent indicating that no further loans will be available to the client until 

the current loan is paid in full. It will indicate that if their circumstances change they 

can recommence payments at any time [Attachment N]. 

 
What NOT to do 
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The following practices will NOT be used when NILS clients miss their repayments: 
 

 Home visits without an invitation from the client 

 Telephoning or texting at unreasonable hours (before 9am and after 7pm) 

 Writing numerous letters or making repeated telephone calls  or text messages 

when it is clear that the client is aware that the organisation has attempted to 

make contact 

 Leaving phone messages, text messages or notes that may indicate to other 

persons, such as family or household members, why the organisation is 

attempting to contact the client 

 Any activity which may be considered as harassment 

 Any legal enforcement or threats of legal enforcement 

 Any attempt to repossess the goods purchased with the loan. 

 

Data Entry Requirements 
 
The  NILS Microfinance Worker must record in the database: 
 
 All contact with the client including all phone calls,  text messages and letters sent 

related to missed payments. 

 

 
3.7.4 Writing Off a Loan 
 
A write-off will be made 365 consecutive days (12 consecutive months) after the date 

of the last repayment. The 12 month period will be adhered to even in situations where 

it is clear that the client no longer has the ability to make repayments (e.g. death or 

incarceration). In the event of death or incarceration, letters will not be sent so as no 

additional distress is caused. 
 
A file note describing the write-off circumstances must be made in the client’s file. 
 
If a client recommences payments after their loan has been written off, the NILS 

Program will accept those repayments. 
 
Loans that are written off after 12 months will be reported to Good Shepherd 

Microfinance through the standard half-yearly statistical reporting process. Good 

Shepherd Microfinance will forward this information to the National Australia Bank if 

the loan has been sourced from NAB Capital. 
 
Write-Offs for NAB Capital 

All amounts reported as write-offs in each calendar year are written off before June of the 

following year by NAB. This process involves the following: 
 

 NAB credits your NILS Capital Bank Account with the amount of the write-off 

 NAB reduces the NAB Capital Overdraft facility by the write-off amount. SVDPNSW 

NILS will be advised of the above in writing. 
 

Data Entry Requirements 
 

The  NILS Microfinance Worker must record in the database: 
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 All loans that are to be written off (e.g. no repayment has been made for 365 

days/12 months). 

 

 

3.7.5 Loan Finalisation 
 

Once a loan has been fully repaid, a letter will be sent to the NILS client notifying 

them that the loan has been finalised, including a final loan statement [Attachment O]. 
 
A borrower reference letter [Attachment P] should also be provided to the NILS client 

when the loan is finalised. 

 

Data Entry Requirements 
 

The  NILS Microfinance Worker must: 
 

 Finalise the loan in the database 

 Record in the client file the date that the Loan Finalisation Letter [Attachment O] 

was sent 

 

3.7.6 Bank Reconciliation 
 
A bank reconciliation for the capital bank account(s) is performed every month. The 

purpose is to check that the data contained with the SVdPNSW NILS loan 

management record keeping system matches statements as supplied by the bank.  

Either: 

 A separate cheque account will be established for the NILS funds management 

in accordance with the financial structure of the Central Council or 

 NILS funds will be managed as part of the Central Council’s centralised 

banking system. At intervals of not more than one month, the Central Council 

office will send a statement to NILS Microfinance Worker for account 

reconciliation. The NILS Microfinance Worker will ensure that the repayments 

appearing on that statement are correctly allocated to the respective NILS 

client’s ledger. Note is to be taken of those clients in default of their 

arrangement and appropriate action taken.  

 

 Financial reports and bank reconciliation statements will be prepared monthly 

by the Central Council Finance Officer 

 
 
 

Data Entry Requirements 
 

The Central Council Finance Officer and the NILS Microfinance Worker  must perform a 

bank reconciliation every month on the loan capital accounts. 
 

 Finalise the loan in the database 
 
 
 

3.7.7 Changes  to your  program 
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When you have any of the following changes to the NILS Program, please advise Good 

Shepherd Microfinance, and if you have a NAB Capital account, inform the NAB 

Community Banker via email/phone. This includes: 
 

 Changes to your Legal Entity name (provide a certified copy of the 

Certificate of Name Change) 

 Changes to office bearers (provide a copy of the minutes of the meeting 

noting the changes) 

 Changes to your street/mailing address (resubmit the Program Details Form 

to Good Shepherd Microfinance and email the NAB Community Banker with 

the new address details) 

 Pending cessation/closure of your NILS Program – and please call/email the 

NAB Community banker at the outset to discuss. It is the Provider’s 

responsibility to continue managing the loan repayments until  repaid, or to 

make alternative arrangements to ensure this happens. 

 
 

4  Policies and Procedures – Program Management 
 

4.1 Reporting 
 

Each NILS site of SVdPNSW NILS will have a Committee of Management (CoM) that 

will meet quarterly to monitor and review policies, processes, capital utilisation and 

systems of the NILS Program. All recommendations to change NILS policy and 

procedure document will be presented at the annual SVdPNSW NILS meeting of all 

NILS Microfinance Workers and a representative from the LAC of every NILS site for 

consideration. 

 
Monthly Reporting to Internal Management (Committee of Management) 

Each NILS site will ensure reports [Attachment X] are prepared by the NILS 

Microfinance Worker, and submitted to the Committee of Management every month for 

review, and will include: 

 

 Bank Reconciliation Statements for Loan Capital Bank Account/s 

 Currently Not Paying loans 

 Number of new loans issued in the quarter 

 Current number of loans outstanding 

 Available loan capital  

 Loans written off in the last quarter 

 Complaints made and resolution status 

 Summary of any other NILS Program activity 

 Any other reports deemed useful by the Committee of Management. 
 
Reporting to Good Shepherd Microfinance and other partners/stakeholders 

SVdPNSW NILS will ensure reporting requirements to Good Shepherd Microfinance 

and other stakeholders are met. Each NILS site will complete and submit the Half-
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Yearly Statistical Report to SVdPNSW NILS Coordinator who will consolidate the 

reports before submitting to Good Shepherd Microfinance. This information provides 

valuable data for internal reports, funding submissions, public advocacy and policy 

development. 
 
The format and guidelines for the Half-Yearly Statistical Report can be found on the 

Good Shepherd Microfinance Portal, where it should also be submitted. Although there 

may be changes over time, the report covers profile information, loan amounts, loan 

purpose, summary of current loans, Currently Not Paying loans and write-offs. All 

programs must also submit a case study with the report that demonstrates the work of 

their program. 
 
SVdPNSW NILS will adhere to the reporting requirements required by Good Shepherd 

Microfinance and the National Australia Bank (NAB). 

 

4.2 Responding to Research Requests 
 
For advocacy purposes, Good Shepherd Microfinance may from time to time request 

additional information. SVDPNSW NILS will endeavour to respond to these requests 

with accurate and timely information, as feasible for the program. 
 
 

4.3 Review of the NILS Policy & Procedure Manual 
 
This NILS Policy and Procedure Manual will be reviewed and updated as needed, and 

at least every year, to determine appropriate program policies and consistent program 

procedures are followed. 
 
Good Shepherd Microfinance will be notified of any changes to the SVDPNSW NILS 

Policy & Procedure Manual, and the relevant Quality Assurance Officer will be 

provided with an updated copy as soon as practicable. 
 
 

4.4 Maintaining Accreditation/Reaccreditation 
 
Accreditation 

The Central Council NILS Committee of Management will ensure its accreditation 

requirements to Good Shepherd Microfinance are met. These include: 

 

 Adhering to the philosophy, practices and principles of NILS 

 Attending at least one NILS Network meeting or forum per year 

 Submitting Half-Yearly Statistical Reports to Good Shepherd Microfinance 

 Responding to any other compliance items. 

 

Reaccreditation 

 

All NILS Programs are required to be reaccredited from time to time. Good Shepherd 

Microfinance will contact SVdPNSW NILS when reaccreditation is required and will 

provide guidance through the process. 

 

4.5 Audited Financial Statements 
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An independent financial audit of all SVdPNSW NILS, as part of the St Vincent de 

Paul Society NSW general audit, will be conducted. A copy of the audit statement will 

be provided Good Shepherd Microfinance if requested. 

 

 

4.6 Resources 
 
The Central Council NILS Committee of Management commits to ensuring adequate 

resources are available to deliver a robust program. These include: 
 

 Capital 

 Staffing 

 Infrastructure 

 Accessibility 

 Site needs. 

Each NILS site and the responsible Central Council will ensure capital funds are used 

responsibly. The  NILS site will have an appropriate level  of capital based on projected 

loan volume and NILS staffing levels. If a NILS site has utilised 75% of its NAB loan 

capital, then one or both of the following should occur: 
 
 Submit an application for capital expansion, and/or 

 Monitor the provision of new loans to ensure capital is not fully depleted. 
 
Accessing more NAB Capital 

If a NILS site requires more capital because it has reached at least 75% utilisation of 

current NAB Capital and other capital, a NAB Capital Application must be submitted to 

Good Shepherd Microfinance. Either the State Coordinator or Quality Assurance 

Officer can provide support and information. 
 

4.7 Promotion and Media 
 
SVdPNSW NILS will generate their own advertising and promotional materials to raise 

the profile of the program. 
 
SVdPNSW NILS will provide Good Shepherd Microfinance with a copy of any 

promotional materials developed, particularly the program brochure, which should 

include the Good Shepherd Microfinance logo and NILS logo. These resources will be 

forwarded to Good Shepherd Microfinance for approval. 
 

4.8 Data Management 
 
Each NILS site must keep an accurate record of each NILS loan provided and be able to 

report this information to Good Shepherd Microfinance. A loan administration database 

will be used to manage loans for the program, client records, statistical information 

reporting requirements and half yearly statistics for the National NILS Network. 
 
Each NILS site will only use NILS4 or further enhanced Good Shepherd Microfinance 

loan database systems. Excel spread sheets may also be used to generate statistics that 

need to be provided to other funding bodies (such as Office of Fair Trading NSW) and 

those that cannot be generated with the standard NILS database 
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4.9 Microfinance Portal 
 
The NILS Microfinance Worker and the SVdP NILS Coordinator will have access to 

the Good Shepherd Microfinance Portal, which contains the most up-to-date 

information and resources regarding NILS and Microfinance. The NILS Microfinance 

Worker and SVdP NILS Coordinator will regularly consult the NILS pages located on 

the Good Shepherd Microfinance Portal to remain informed about upcoming training, 

news and other NILS related information, including Fact Sheets. 
 
SVdP NILS Coordinator must notify Good Shepherd Microfinance of any staff changes 

or new staff requiring access to the portal. 
 
 

4.10 Updating Program Details 
 
The  SVdP NILS will notify Good Shepherd Microfinance of any changes that impact 

on delivery of the NILS Program, including staff changes, address changes or changes 

to the Legal Entity. 
 
Good Shepherd Microfinance must be consulted prior to any expansion of geographic 

delivery area. 
 

4.11 Exit/Cessation Strategy 
In the event of closure of SVdPNSW NILS or a NILS site, SVdPNSW NILS 

Coordinator will contact Good Shepherd Microfinance and NSW NILS Coordinator 

and work with all stakeholders to ensure the best possible outcome. 
 
The following tables include the considerations and activities of the Exit Strategy 

relating to SVdPNSW NILS: 

 

Cessation of NILS Site only or NILS Program only: 

The Central Council within which the NILS site operates will remain responsible for 

the continued administration of outstanding NILS loans until all outstanding loans are 

finalised. 

 

Considerations Activities 
 

NILS Client 
 

An official letter on St Vincent de Paul Society 

NSW letterhead is sent to all NILS Clients 

containing the following information: 
 

-  NILS contact person and contact details 

-  NILS loan statement. 
 

Records 
 

Data held by NILS site in hardcopy shall be boxed, 

labelled and archived. Electronic records will be 

transferred to a suitable medium and computer hard 

drives wiped of NILS data. All records will be 

managed according to St Vincent de Paul Society 

Policies and Procedures on document and data 

control. 
 

Loan Capital 
 

All unused funds provided to NILS site will be 
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returned to the funding body. 
 

Other 

Stakeholders 

 
Good Shepherd Microfinance and NAB will be 

informed of closure as soon as practicable after a 

decision to cease NILS delivery has been made and 

these stakeholders will be invited to participate in 

appropriate transitional planning relating to NILS 

site. 
 

Operational 

Funds 

 
Any unspent operational funds acquired through 

grants administered by Good Shepherd 

Microfinance will be returned. 

 
 

Winding-up of an organisation resulting in closure of NILS Program  

The provider of SVdPNSW NILS will contact Good Shepherd Microfinance to determine 

who will be responsible for the continued administration of outstanding NILS loans. 

 
 

Considerations 
 
                                  Activities 

 
NILS Client 

 
An official letter on St Vincent de Paul Society 

letterhead is sent to all 

NILS Clients containing the following information: 
 

- NILS contact person and contact details 

- NILS loan statement. 
 

Records 
 

Data held by all NILS site in hardcopy shall  be 

boxed, labelled and archived. Electronic records 

will be transferred to a suitable medium and 

computer hard drives wiped of NILS data. 
All records will be managed according to St 
Vincent de Paul Society Policies and Procedures on 
document and data control. 

 
Loan Capital 

 
All unused funds provided to NILS sites will be 

returned to the funding body. 
 

Other 

Stakeholders 

 
All stakeholders, including Good Shepherd 

Microfinance, Centrelink, NAB, referral sources 

and other NILS Providers, will be informed 

of closure as soon as practicable after a decision to 

wind-up has been made and these stakeholders will 

be invited to participate in appropriate transitional 

planning relating to NILS sites. 
 

Operational 

Funds 

 
Any unspent operational funds acquired through 

grants administered by Good Shepherd 

Microfinance will be returned. 
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Enquiry Checklist 
 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 
 

Enquirer’s name: _______________________                    Date:  _____________ 

 

 

 YES NO 

1. Do you hold a current Health Care Card, receive a Centrelink payment or 

have a low income? 

 

 

 

 

2. Have you lived at the same address for at least 3 months?    

3. Are you willing and able to repay a loan? 

(This is shown by how you are managing your current finances, including 

any arrears, and whether you are able to repay a loan without incurring 

hardship) 

  

4. Do you have any outstanding NILS  loans? 

(Only one NILS  loan is available at a time, but applications may be 

accepted if the original loan will be repaid by the time a new one is 

considered) 

  

5. How much do you want to borrow? (Maximum loan available is $1200)  

 

6. What do you want to buy? 

(Loans are not available for bonds, rent, living expenses, utility bills, cash advances, travel 

and moving expenses, debt repayment or consolidation, private sales) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Are the goods new and being sold by a registered business? 

(Cheques will not be made out to “cash” or in the name of the borrower, 

family, friends or a third party who is not a registered business) 

  

8. Inform enquirer that for statistical purposes, NILS  Programs are required 

to keep information gathered at the enquiry stage on a secure database for 12 

months. 

  

 

 

IF THE ENQUIRER IS ELIGIBLE FOR A LOAN 

Name, Address and phone number for sending information pack 
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IF THE ENQUIRER IS INELIGIBLE FOR A LOAN 

Why are they ineligible and what advice did you give? (Note if you referred them to a 

financial counsellor,  another NILS  Program or agency) 
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Enquiry Letter 
 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 

 
 

[Name] 

[Address] 

[Suburb state] 

[Date] 

 

 

Dear [Name] 

 

Re: Loan Enquiry dated [date] 

 

Thank you for your enquiry about our No Interest Loan Scheme (NILS) program. Please find 

enclosed a brochure containing further information. We have also included a checklist of 

documents you will need to bring to your loan application interview. Once you have all the 

documents, please phone [phone number] and ask to speak to the NILS Microfinance Worker 

to arrange a time and a place for an interview. Please note that the interview will take up to 1 

hour. It may take up to 1 week after the interview before a decision is made about your 

application. 

 

If you have any questions about the interview, you can call us on the above phone number. 

 

Kind Regards 

 

 

 

 

[Name] 

[Title] 

 

Attachment B 
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NILS Document Checklist  
 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 
 

Please note if this is a joint application your partner’s documents must also be presented. 

 

Personal Documents: 

 

 Proof of identity (e.g. Centrelink Card, Driver’s License, Proof of Age Card, 

CommunityIdentity Card, etc.) 

 

 A statement of your income from Centrelink with deductions listed. This can be 

obtained by contacting Centrelink and having your statement sent or faxed to you or 

our office prior to interview. 

 Pay slips from any casual or part-time work 

 

 

Household Bills: 

 

 Most recent bank statements (for at least the last three consecutive months) 

 Rental agreement and statement of rental payments or mortgage statement for three 

months (if no rental agreement, then an official Statutory Declaration signed by a 

Justice of the Peace (JP) or Commissioner of Declarations). 

 Most recent gas account 

 Most recent electricity account 

 Most recent water account (if applicable) 

 Most recent telephone account including mobile phone (where applicable) 

 Most recent credit card statement 

 Any other outstanding accounts or rental agreements 

 Statements of any other loans (e.g. private loans, payday lenders, rent to buy 

agreements) 

 Details of usual household expenses 

 
 

Quote: 
 

Please include the make and model number of the item or service to be purchased. Quotes are 

required on business letterhead with the registered ABN of that business
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Rights and Responsibilities 
 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 
 

People wishing to use St Vincent de Paul Society NSW NILS have the right to expect that 

every effort will be made to ensure that their rights are upheld. Similarly, both the client and 

the organisation have responsibilities to each other. 

 

You have a right to: 

 

 Be treated fairly and with respect regardless of your personal circumstances and beliefs 

 Be informed about the program’s eligibility criteria 

 Be informed about the loan assessment processes 

 Receive support and referrals to a financial counsellor if applicable 

 Be informed about the responsibilities to fulfil the loan requirements 

 Be informed about how client information is recorded and who will have access to this 

information 

o Information gathered at the initial enquiry stage will be kept for up to 12 months. 

o Information gathered during the Loan Interview will be kept for seven years 

o All information will be kept in a secure loan administration database and/or in a 

locked and secure filing cabinet 

 Be provided with information about how to make a complaint and have the complaint 

dealt with fairly and promptly without retribution 

 Access your personal file after the NILS Loan Assessment Committee has received a 

request in writing 

 If available and necessary, access an interpreter, advocate, or other support person to 

assist with the NILS application. 
 
Your responsibilities are to: 
 

 Act in a manner that respects the rights of other clients and staff of the organisation 

 Ensure all information provided for the purpose of the loan enquiry and interview is true 

and correct, and that no false or misleading information is given at any time 

 Make  regular repayments as stated in the Loan Agreement 

 Contact the NILS program if you are experiencing difficulties or unable to make a 

repayment/s 

 Advise the NILS program if a replacement repayment book is required, if applicable 

 Advise the NILS program if Centrepay is no longer available due to changes in 

circumstances and arrange for a repayment book 

 Advise the NILS program if contact details, including address or telephone number, have 

changed 
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Loan Application Form 
 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 
 

Loan: 1st   2nd   3rd        

Date:  NILS Reference 

No. 

 

Applicant 1 

Surname  First Name/s  

Applicant 2  

Surname  First Name/s  

Gender 

Female  □ Male  □ Couple  □ 

Date of Birth 

Applicant 1   Applicant 2   

Aboriginal / Torres Strait Islander 

Applicant 1                          Yes                No  

Applicant 2                          Yes                No  

Country of Origin 

Applicant 1  Applicant 2  

Pension/Benefit 

Applicant 1  Applicant 2  

Address 

Street  Suburb/Town  

Postcode  

Contact details 

Home  Work  

Mobile  Email  

Next of kin/Secondary contact *secondary contact can only be used in exceptional circumstances & 

no loan information will be divulged 

Name Phone 

Address 

 

 

Household 

Number of Dependents  Dependent’s 

average age 
 

Housing type (public rent, 

private rent, own house, 

relatives, transitional, 

mobile home) 

 Length of time at 

this address: 
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Loan Purpose Item/Product 

Item  

 

Make/Model No  

Cost    

HESS Subsidy 

amount (if 

applicable) 

   

Referral Source 

Friend         □    Relative  □ Case Worker  □  HESS □ 

Community Org     □   Centrelink  □ Other   □ 
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Budget Assessment Form 
 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 
 

NOTES: 

NILS Reference number  

Loan purpose:  

 

Loan amount:  

Repayments:  

 

NET INCOME – Fortnightly 

 Applicant 1 Applicant 2 

Wages (average last two fortnights) $ $ 

Pension/Allowance $ $ 

Family Tax Benefit Part A $ $ 

Family Tax Benefit Part B $ $ 

Child Support/Maintenance recvd $ $ 

Rental Assistance $ $ 

Board $ $ 

Other $ $ 

Other $ $ 

TOTAL INCOME $ $ 

 

EXPENDITURE – Fortnightly  

Centrelink    

Centrelink Advance Yes   □ No   □  

Month Started  Month finished  

    

Housing  Household  

Rent $ Gas $ 

Rent Arrears $ Electricity $ 

Board $ Water $ 

Mortgage $ Telephone land line $ 

Land Rates $ Mobile phone $ 

Water Rates $ Internet $ 

Insurance – H/C $ Other $ 

House Repairs $   

Other $   

Total $ Total $ 

    

Transport  Food/Groceries  

Vehicle loan $ Meat $ 

Petrol $ Fruit & Veggies $ 

Repairs $ Milk $ 

Servicing $ Bread $ 

Registration $ Takeaway $ 
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Fines $ Pet food $ 

License $ Incidentals $ 

Insurance $ Other $ 

Public transport $   

Other $   

Total $ Total $ 

    

Medical  Education  

Doctor $ School Fees $ 

Chemist $ Uniform $ 

Medicine $ Bags $ 

Vitamins $ Excursions $ 

Medical Equipment $ Sport $ 

Dentist $ Stationary $ 

Optometrist $ Books $ 

Chiropractor $ Child Care $ 

Naturopath $ Other $ 

Insurance $   

Other $   

Total $ Total $ 

    

Personal  Other Loans  

Clothing $ Credit Card $ 

Hair Cuts $ Store A/C $ 

Entertainment $ Finance Company $ 

Child Minding $ Personal Loan $ 

Videos/DVDs $ Rental Contract $ 

Pay TV $ Chrisco Christmas 

hampers 

$ 

Paper/Magazine $ Centrelink loan $ 

Cigarettes $ Other $ 

Alcohol $   

Other $   

Total $ Total $ 

    

  TOTAL 

EXPENDITURE  

$ 

 

 

BUDGET SURPLUS 

[Income less Expenditure] 

OR  

$ 

BUDGET DEFICIT $ 
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DECLARATION 

 

NILS Reference Number:  

 

This budget is a true and correct estimate to the best of my knowledge. I understand that no 

identifying information will be given to the loans committee members. I understand that this 

information will be retained by St Vincent de Paul Society NSW NILS and the profile 

information will be recorded on the loans administration database. 

The information will not be released to other agencies, but may at some time be accessible 

by service providers to St Vincent de Paul Society NSW NILS for example, information 

technology suppliers when maintaining or modifying computer systems. 

 

 

Signature 

(Applicant 1 ) 
 

 

Date      /      / 

Signature 

(Applicant 2) 
 

 

Date      /      / 

Witness (NILS 

Microfinance 

Worker) 

 Date      /      / 
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LOANS ASSESSMENT COMMITTEE USE 

 

Loan Committee Meeting Date:       /      / 

 

NILS Reference Number:  

 

Loan Approved:         Yes                      No  

 

LAC Members present:  

 

Further Information Required:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cheque Details 

 

Date: 

 

 Cheque No:  

Amount:  Payee:  

 

 

 

EFT Details 

 

Date: 

 

 EFT Ref no:  

Amount:  Payee:  
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Loan Approval Letter 
 
 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 
 

 

 

[Name] 

[Address] 

[Suburb]  

[State Postcode] 

 

[Date] 

 

Dear [Name] 

 

Re: Loan application Dated [date] NILS Reference Number [number] 

 

The Loan Assessment Committee of SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] is pleased 

to advise that your application for a NILS loan has been approved. 

 

The amount approved is $ ________  for the purchase of a _________________  

 

__________________ . The agreed loan repayment will be $ __________ per  

 

fortnight via _____________ , for a total of _____________ fortnights. 

 

An appointment has been arranged on __________at ___________________  for you  

 

to collect the cheque and sign the loan agreement and repayment contracts. 

 

I look forward to seeing you again on ___________  

 

 

Kind Regards 

 

 

 

 

[Name] 

[Title] 
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Non Approval of Loan Letter 
 
 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 
 

 

[Name] 

[Address] 

[Suburb]  

[State Postcode] 

 

[Date] 

 

 

Dear [Name] 

 

Re: Loan application Dated [date] NILS Reference Number [number] 

 

The Loan Assessment Committee of SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] has 

carefully considered your application. We regret to inform you that your application for a 

NILS loan has not been approved. 

 

The reason for this decision is 

 

            

 

            

 

            

 

            

 

            

 

 

Please note that this decision will not impact on any future applications should you wish to 

apply again. Should your circumstances change in the future, please do not hesitate to contact 

us again for another loan application. 

 

Kind Regards 

 

 

[Name] 

[Title] 
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Centrepay Form 
 

 

 
BLANK PAGE – CENTREPAY FORM 

 

 
Refer to www.centrelink.gov.au/internet/internet.nsf/forms/sa325.htm for an up to date copy 

 

http://www.centrelink.gov.au/internet/internet.nsf/forms/sa325.htm
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Loan Agreement 
 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 
 

NILS Reference number: [number] 

 Please read the Agreement carefully before you sign 

 

I/We  ........................................................................................................................................  
(print name above) 

Of ............................................................................................................................................  
(print address above) 

Commit to repay SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] the sum of  

$__________ for ___________ at a rate of $_______a fortnight starting on       /       /   

I/We agree to make contact with the St Vincent de Paul Society NSW NILS – [insert name 

of NILS site] should I/we experience difficulties making payments on this loan. 

I am/We are aware that I am/ we are able to seek a variation to this Agreement should 

the need arise. 

 

I/We agree to contact SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] if I/we change 

personal contact details.  

 

I/We have been informed of my Rights and Responsibilities as a client. 

 

I/We do not have an existing NILS loan. 

 

Please note: Additional payments can be directly deposited into the following bank 

account: 

[insert your program’s account name and number] 

 

 

 
Signed Applicant 1:                                                              Date:  
Name: 

 

Signed Applicant 2:                 Date: 

Name: 

 

Signed NILS Microfinance Worker:     Date: 

Name: 
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Loan Variation Agreement 
 
 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 
 

NILS Reference number: [number] 

 

Please read the Agreement carefully before you sign 

 

I/We  ........................................................................................................................................  
(print name above) 

Of  ...........................................................................................................................................  
(print address above) 

 

Commit to repay SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 

the sum of $_________________  

Due to changes in our circumstances we have reduced our repayment and agree to repay our 

loan at the rate of $____________ a fortnight commencing on ______/____/______ 

I/We agree to make contact with SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site]again should 

I/we experience difficulties making payments. 

 

 

Signed Applicant 1:                                                              Date:  
Name: 

 

Signed Applicant 2:                 Date: 

Name: 

 

Signed NILS Microfinance Worker:     Date: 

Name: 
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Missed Payment Letter 1 
 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 
 

 

 

[Name] 

[Address] 

[Suburb]  

[State Postcode] 

 

[Date] 

 

 

Dear [Name] 

Re: NILS Loan Reference number [number] Loan date [date] 

 

We have noted that your NILS loan with SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 

has fallen behind in payments. We understand that unexpected costs can arise making it 

difficult to continue regular loan repayments. 

No Interest Loan Schemes operate from small amounts of available funds and rely on the 

repayment of loans to continue to be of service to other members of the local community. 

We are able to help you if you are currently facing financial hardship. Please contact us so 

that we can discuss the terms of the loan agreement and if necessary make some adjustments 

that would make the loan more manageable for you. 

Enclosed is a statement of your account for your records. Please contact us on [phone 

number] as soon as possible. 

Kind Regards  

 

[Name] 

[Title] 
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Missed Payment Letter 2 
 
 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 
 

 

[Name] 

[Address] 

[Suburb]  

[State Postcode] 

 

[Date] 

 

 

Dear [Name] 

Re: NILS Reference number [number] Loan date [date] 

I refer to my letter dated [date of 1st missed letter] and note that your last payment for your 

NILS Loan with SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] was received on [date]. We 

understand that your circumstances can change making it difficult to continue regular loan 

repayments. 

We are able to help you change the terms of your loan agreement if you are facing financial 

hardship, by reducing your fortnightly repayments. We can also refer you to other services 

which may help with your current situation. 

Unfortunately, if you do not repay your NILS loan in full, you will not be able to access this 

program in the future. Any further loan applications will not be accepted. 

You can start making repayments at any time via Centrepay or direct deposit at your local 

bank. 

Enclosed is a statement of your account for your records. 

Please contact us on [phone number] as soon as possible to discuss how we may be able to 

assist you. 

Kind Regards 

 

[Name] 

[Title] 
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Missed Payment Letter 3 
 
 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 
 

 

[Name] 

[Address] 

[Suburb]  

[State Postcode] 

 

[Date] 

 

 

Dear [Name] 

 

Re: NILS Reference number [number] Loan date [date] 

I refer to my letters dated [date of 1st missed payment letter] and [date of 2nd missed payment 

letter] and note that your last payment for your NILS loan with SVdP NSW NILS – [insert 

name of NILS site] was received on [date]. Your current balance remaining on your loan is 

$    __. Unfortunately you will no longer be eligible to access this program for a 

NILS loan until you have paid this amount in full. 

We understand that financial circumstances can change very quickly making it difficult to 

meet all of your financial commitments. The No Interest Loan Scheme was developed to 

support people living on low incomes gain access to essential household items that are 

difficult to buy due to the expensive purchase price. Repayments made by borrowers provide 

more loans to other members of the local community to help them buy the item they need. 

We are able to offer support and advice at any time and can also refer you to other services 

which may help with your current situation. We can change the terms of your Loan 

Agreement if you are facing financial hardship, by reducing your fortnightly payments. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us on [phone number] to avail yourself of these services 

Remember you can start making repayments at any time to work towards paying your loan in 

full. Our bank details are [insert bank details] 

Kind Regards 

 

[Name] 

[Title] 
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Loan Finalisation 
 
 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 
 

 

 

[Name] 

[Address] 

[Suburb]  

[State Postcode] 

 

[Date] 

 

 

Dear [Name] 

 

Re: NILS Reference Number [number] Loan date [date] 

 

Congratulations! Your loan with SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] is now fully 

paid! Your commitment to paying off your loan means others in the community 

can be offered a similar opportunity. 

Please find enclosed your final statement. 

As you know, NILS offers a practical alternative for people who receive low incomes and face 

barriers in gaining access to credit on fair and affordable terms. If you know of someone 

who may be eligible and benefit from this program, feel free to spread the word. If 

you have any queries please feel to ring [phone number] and ask to speak to the NILS 

Microfinance Worker. 

Kind regards 

 

[Name] 

[Title] 
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Borrower Reference 
 
 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 
 

 

 

[Name] 

[Address] 

[Suburb]  

[State Postcode] 

 

[Date] 

 

 

To Whom It May Concern 

 

Reference: [Applicant’s name] 

 

This is to confirm that [Applicant’s name] has applied for a [Number of loans] loan/s from the 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] over a period of [years] years. 

Each application has been successful and all loans have been finalised, with payments made as 

required. 

 

Kind regards 

 

[Name] 

[Title] 
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Letter of Verification 
 
 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 
 

 

[Date] 

 

Dear Trader, 

This is to verify that [applicant’s name] is only authorised to purchase [item make and model] 

for [amount and cheque number] through SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 

NILS is a circular community credit system providing people with alternatives for fair, safe and 

equitable credit. If you require any additional information, please contact the NILS 

Microfinance Worker on [phone number]. 

 

Kind regards 

 

 

[Name] 

[Title] 
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NILS Confidentiality Agreement 
 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 
 

SVdP NSW NILS is committed to maintaining the confidentiality of client information to 

maintain respect, dignity and privacy of clients. 

 

This includes a commitment to: 

 

 Complying with the Commonwealth Privacy Act 1998 and the relevant privacy 

legislation 

 Ensuring that information regarding the NILS client is confidential. It will not be 

available to other workers or volunteers within the organisation, ensuring that the 

client’s privacy and confidentiality is protected at all times 

 Ensuring that personal files or other information regarding loans are kept within the 

program in a secure filing system/loan administration database 

 Ensuring that only information that is relevant to the loan application will be gathered 

and kept 

 Ensuring information is not used or disclosed for a purpose other than that for which 

the information was given 

 Ensuring that clients are notified that the information they provide may be used for 

statistical purposes, however no identifying details such as name, address etc. will be 

used 

 Ensuring that information gathered that is not relevant or does not need to be kept on 

file is shredded 

 Ensuring that no information gathered about the client can be disclosed to any other 

organisation, including other NILS Programs. However information on loan 

defaulter’s can be shared between SVdPNSW NILS sites  

 Ensuring clients are treated fairly and with respect regardless of personal 

circumstances or beliefs. 

 

Therefore, I_______________________________________________ hereby agree to  

                                      (Print full name) 

 

ensure that I uphold these practices and do not in any capacity, be it verbal, written or any 

other form of electronic communication, disclose to any person, persons or organisations 

outside of St Vincent de Paul Society NILS  itself, any confidential aspect of St Vincent de 

Paul Society NSW NILS  operation, including information about applicants and borrowers, 

suppliers, policies, procedures and work methods. Any breach of Confidentiality Agreement 

may result in instant dismissal from involvement with the NILS Program. Further, I agree not 

to disclose any confidential aspect of the St Vincent de Paul Society NSW NILS operations 

after ceasing my relationship with St Vincent de Paul Society NSW NILS. 

 

 

Signature: ___________________________________    Date: _______________ 
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Roles and Responsibilities – Loans Assessment Committee 
 

 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 
 

I understand the values and principles of NILS and commit to the following: 

 

 To uphold the Policies and Procedures of the NILS program 

 To make assessment of NILS applications based on the policies of the scheme and not 

on my personal values 

 That my assessment will uphold a commitment to the Australian Human Rights 

Commission Act 1986, which disallows discrimination on the basis of a person’s 

status or private life 

 That my decision should not be influenced by the applicant’s gender, age, disability, 

sexuality, race, political or religious beliefs 

 That the assessment is based on the eligibility criteria, financial commitments of the 

applicant, purpose of the loan, ability & willingness to repay the loan and the long 

term benefit to be derived from the loan 

 To consider whether the loan is the only option, or whether there are more appropriate 

solutions 

 Consider whether the provision of a NILS loan will cause the client further financial 

hardship 

 To make a declaration to the other members of the LAC should I recognise a client 

from the loan application. 

 

. 
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Roles and Responsibilities – NILS Microfinance Worker 

at Loans Assessment Committee 
 
 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 
 

 

As a participant in the Loans Assessment Committee meeting, whilst operating in accordance 

with the values and principles of NILS, a NILS Microfinance Worker will: 

 

 Present the budget and application form with all identifiers removed. 

 

 Advise the Loan Assessment Committee and explain anything that is not clear. 

 

 Present a neutral view of the loan application. 

 

 Offer factual information on the capability of the applicant to repay the loan, but not 

an assessment. 

 

 Not be placed in a position of being required to provide a recommendation, written or 

verbal, on the outcome of the loan application. 

 

 Follow up on any Loans Assessment Committee requests for further information to 

assist in reaching a decision about the loan application. 
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Client Complaint Process 
 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 
 

Procedure 

 

The St Vincent de Paul Society welcomes information and feedback from clients which will 

enable it to improve the quality of service provided.  The Society recognizes the value in 

complaints and will accept the complaint openly.   

 

The complaints procedure will be clear for everyone to understand and will give clients 

confidence that the complaint will be treated confidentially and with no retribution.  All 

complaints will be assessed individually and dealt with in a fair, confidential and impartial 

manner. 

 

In order to manage complaints consistently, the Society will:  

  

 Treat complaints confidentially and ensure that complainants are not treated differently as 

a result of lodging a complaint; 

 

 A complaint will not stop the person’s right to use the organization’s services, including 

SVdP NSW NILS. 

 Assess each complaint individually and deal with it in a fair, confidential and impartial 

manner; 

 

 Provide a framework for staff members to work within when handling feedback; 

 

 Let the complainant know who is responsible for resolving complaints;  

 

 Contact the complainant and respond to the complaint within a mutually agreed 

timeframe; 

 

 Let the complainant know if it is expected it to take longer than 14 business days to 

resolve the complaint; and   

 

 Keep the complainant informed of the progress of the complaint. 

 

How a complaint can be made 

 

Any person accessing SVdPNSW NILS may make a complaint or appeal in writing to: 

 

 The NILS  Microfinance Worker or 

 The relevant Central Council Executive Officer responsible for management of NILS 

 

Verbal complaints must be written down by the recipient and follow the same process as 

written complaints.  
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A Complaint Form will be provided to the client who will be encouraged to lodge details of 

the complaint in writing.   

If language is a barrier, an interpreter can be arranged to assist the client to complete the 

Complaint Form.  However, if the complainant has difficulty completing the form due to 

disability or any other reason, verbal complaints will be taken.  This requires the presence of 

a witness. 

Anonymous complaints 

The Society will generally not act on anonymous complaints unless the issues raised are 

serious and sufficient information is provided to warrant further inquiry. 

 

Child related complaints 

All complaints outlining concerns relating to children will be forwarded to the Society’s 

Child Protection Coordinator for assessment and consideration. 

 

 

COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE 

 

Step 1: The NILS Microfinance Worker will record the complaint in the Complaints 

Register. 

 

The NILS Microfinance Worker will provide the client with the Complaint Form.  

 

If the client can not complete the Complaint Form, the NILS Microfinance Worker will, if 

possible, assist the client to complete the form. 

 

Once the Complaint Form is: 

 

 completed   signed  dated 

 

the NILS Microfinance Worker will discuss the documented complaint and confirm the 

following: 

 The identity of the complainant; 

 The identity of any person/s about whom the complaint is being made; 

 When the incident occurred; 

 The details of the complaint ; and 

 What outcome is expected by the complainant 

 

The complaint will be forwarded to the Loans Assessment Committee. 

 

Step 2:  Reasonable Inquiry 

A letter will be sent to the client within 14 days of the complaint being received explaining 

what is being done to investigate and resolve the complaint. The Loans Assessment 

Committee will attempt to resolve the issue within 28 days unless advised otherwise. If this 

time frame cannot be met, the client will be informed of the reasons why and of the 

alternative time frame for resolution. The client may be contacted for more information. 
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Step 3:  Outcome 

The outcome of the complaint will be documented in the Complaints register and provided to 

higher management and CoM in a monthly report. The client will also be contacted and 

advised of the outcome. The Complaints register will be kept confidential at all times.   

 

 

Step 4:  Review 

If a client’s complaint relates to the NILS Microfinance Worker, Loans Assessment 

committee or the matter is not resolved to the client’s satisfaction, the client can request a 

review of the decision and raise the issue with either the Manager of Special Works or 

Central Council Executive Officer who will further investigate and prepare a response to the 

client.  

 

Step 5: Monitor 

 

SVdP NSW NILS will monitor and analyse complaints regularly to learn from common 

trends and implement improvements accordingly.  SVdP NSW NILS recognises the value of 

feedback and that it is an important tool in responding to and monitoring stakeholder 

expectations. 
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Complaint Form 
 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 
 

Please print clearly 

 

Personal Details  

 

Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss    

 

First Name___________________________________________________________ 

 

Last Name___________________________________________________________ 

 

Address____________________________________________________________ 

 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

Home:  ________________  Work:  ________________  Mobile:  _______________ 

 

Who is/are the subject of the complaint? 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

When did the incident occur? 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Details of Complaint 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

What would you like us to do? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Have you raised this issue before? Yes   No  

 

Who did you speak to ____________________________ Date ________________ 

 

Complaints are treated seriously and confidentially.  You will not be treated any differently 

because you have made a complaint.  Your complaint will be investigated and you will be 

notified within one month of the procedure and outcome.  We hope that you are satisfied with 

the outcome from this complaint and feel that it has been dealt with appropriately. 

 

If this is not the case please contact the Manager of [Insert name and Phone number of 

relevant Special Works or the Executive Officer]  

 

 

 

Signature of Complainant ………………………………………………….. 

 

Date ……………………….. 

 

 

OFFICE USE ONLY                                                                                                                                   

 

Name of Manager / NILS Microfinance Worker 

 ………….………………………………………………………………….. 

 

Action Taken by Manager/ NILS Microfinance Worker 

 ……..…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Loan Assessment Committee Checklist 
 
 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 
 

NILS Reference number:_____________________________________   Date: _________ 

 

NILS Microfinance Worker: _______________________________ 

 

LAC Members present: ____________________________________ 

 

 

1. Does the applicant meet the eligibility criteria of the NILS program? 

 

 HCC, PCC, Veteran Affairs card, low income 

 

 Meets the residency criteria of 3 months in xxx postcodes [each site to enter details] 

 

 Loan purpose(s) is within the policies of the program 

 

 Loan amount is less than or equal to $1,200 

 

Additional notes:  

 

 

 

 

 

2.   Does the application have evidence to support the application? 

 

 All the documentation was presented to the NILS Microfinance Worker 

 

 Client is required to submit additional documentation 

 

Additional notes: 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Are there any outstanding debts or arrears that need to be addressed or are being 

addressed? 

 

 There are currently no known arrears or debts 

 

 There are some debts but the applicant is in the process of repaying these 

 

 There are some debts but no repayment plan is in place 
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Additional notes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Does the client have the capacity to repay a loan? 

 

 The client has sufficient funds to repay a loan 

 

 There is not enough flexibility in the budget or sufficient funds to repay a loan 

 

Additional notes: 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Are there any additional resources/referrals that may benefit the applicant? 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Loan Approved:              Yes                           No 

 

 

  Signed LAC Member (1):    Date: 

  Name: 

 

  Signed LAC Member (2):    Date: 

 Name: 

 

  Signed LAC Member (3):    Date: 

 Name: 
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Monthly Report Template for CoM – [Reporting Period] 
 

SVdP NSW NILS – [insert name of NILS site] 

 
 
All figures below are at the END of the above period 
 
Activity of the NILS Capital Account 
 NAB account CBA account 
Current balance $ $ 
Value of new loans issued $ $ 
Value of repayments $ $ 
 

 

Activity of the NILS Operational/Administration Account 
Current balance  
Value of new funds injected  
Value of expenses paid from the 
account 

 

 
 
 
Summary of  NILS site activity 

No. of NILS enquiries  
No. of active loans  
No. of new loans issued  
Loan purposes (summary)  
No. of currently not paying loans for the 

month  

 

Details of steps undertaken to contact clients 

with missed payments 

 

No. of loans written off in the month (i.e. no 

payment for 365 days) 

 

 
 
Other: 
 

 Feedback from NILS Network meetings; Good Shepherd Microfinance updates 

 Local issues 

 Funding applications 
 Program needs 

 Worker/Volunteer needs 

 Equipment needs 

 Promotional activities 

 Review of Policies and Procedures 
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Retail Traders Charter  
 

Retail businesses or traders play an important role in the No Interest Loan Scheme process 

from providing advice to the customers, giving them a quote and eventually selling the 

product to the customer. Thus, to promote and uphold basic rights of every individual to be 

treated with dignity, respect and without discrimination, it is important for NILS sites to 

develop a good relationship with their local traders. Collaboration between NILS and the 

traders will seek to ensure the provision of a holistic response to the needs of the community 

by ensuring that low income earners are able to make informed decisions and are able to 

purchase affordable essential goods and services.  

 

The Trader’s Charter forms the basis of the partnership between the NILS sites and the 

traders. The Charter can guide traders in serving NILS clients and is underpinned by 

fundamental human right principles such as freedom from discrimination and the right to an 

adequate standard of living. A mutually beneficial partnership between a NILS site and trader 

will depend on whether the trader is willing to subscribe to and uphold the terms of the 

Charter. 

 

The Trader’s Charter has eight terms which are as follows: 

 

1. To provide accurate, impartial information and advice so that the customer is able to 

make an informed and independent choice; 

2. To consistently deliver excellence in service regardless of race, age, gender or ability; 

3. To sell only new and fully warranted products; 

4. To provide discounts on products of the customer’s choice where possible; 

5. To subsidise delivery and installation costs where possible; 

6. To actively encourage a business culture based upon fair and non-coercive conduct by: 

- listening to every customer and 

- respectfully engaging with every customer and genuinely seeking to fulfil the 

individual interests and needs of every customer; 

7. To actively discourage a business culture that uses pressure-based sale tactics and takes 

advantage of a customer who may be vulnerable because of their age, ability, race, 

gender, limited English skills, or financial disadvantage; and 

8. To ensure that all relevant staff receive training in the NILS requirements. 

 

A few important things to bear in mind about the Trader’s Charter are: 

 

1. The Trader’s Charter is not legally binding, but it reinforces existing federal legislation, 

i.e. Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (previously called Trade Practices Act 1974); 

2. NILS programs are not obliged to continue partnerships with traders who act consistently 

in ways unfavourable to NILS clients; and There is no limit to the number of traders you 

can form partnerships with (The next page frames this information as a handout or 

poster.) 

 
The Society would like to acknowledge Good Shepherd Microfinance for the content of the Trader’s 

Charter. 
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RETAIL TRADERS’ CHARTER 
 

  

The Charter is a guide for traders to serve vulnerable and disadvantaged customers who are 

clients of No Interest Loan Scheme (NILS) program. The terms of the charter are 

underpinned by fundamental human right principles such as freedom from discrimination and 

the right to an adequate standard of living and aim to help serve the needs of the local 

community.  

 

The terms of the Trader’s Charter are: 

 

1. To provide accurate, impartial information and advice so that the customer is able to 

make an informed and independent choice; 

 

2. To consistently deliver excellence in service regardless of race, age, gender or ability; 

 

3. To sell only new and fully warranted products; 

 

4. To provide discounts on products of the customer’s choice where possible; 

 

5. To subsidise delivery and installation costs where possible; 

 

6. To actively encourage a business culture based upon fair and non-coercive conduct by: 

- listening to every customer, 

- respectfully engaging with every customer and genuinely seeking to fulfil the 

individual interests and needs of every customer; 

 

7. To actively discourage a business culture that uses pressure-based sale tactics and takes 

advantage of a customer who may be vulnerable because of their age, ability, race, 

gender, limited English skills, or financial disadvantage; and 

 

8. To ensure that all relevant staff receive training in the NILS requirements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
NILS is a registered trademark of Good Shepherd Microfinance 
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NILS process flowchart 
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SVdP NSW NILS Program Postcodes 
 
NILS Site Postcodes covered 

SVdP Wagga Wagga NILS 2650 2651 2652 2653 2655 2658 2663 2666 2642 2645 2656  

2730 2665 2590 2722 2729 2701 2702 2720 

 

SVdP Northern Sydney NILS 2060-2069; 2070-2073; 2075; 2086-2090; 2110,2114 

SVdP Northern Beaches 

NILS 

2084, 2085, 2086, 2087, 2093, 2094, 2095, 2096, 2097, 2099, 

2100, 2101, 2102, 2103, 2104, 2105, 2106, 2107, 2108 

SVdP Illawarra NILS 2500, 2519, 2518, 2517, 2516, 2515 

SVdP Ulladulla NILS 2539 

SVdP Wyong NILS 2258,2259,2261,2262,2263 and 2281 

SVdP Woy Woy NILS 2256 - 2257 

SVdP Newcastle NILS 2287,2289,2291,2292,2293,2294,2295,2296,2297,2298,2299 

,2300,2302,2303,2304,2305,2307,2308, 2320, 2322, 2323 

2324, 2283, 2284, 2265, 2264, 2278, 2280, 2290, 2281, 2285, 

2282, 2286, 2289, 2267, 2306, 2325, 2326, 2323, 2321, 2327,  

SVdP Caroline Chisholm 

NILS  

2760 , 2770 

SVdP Hornsby NILS 2074,2076,2077,2079,2080,2081,2082,2083,2118,2119,2120,   

2121, 2125,2126,2157,2158,2159 

 


